


EDI conversations are becoming 

more inclusive. Why now?



Employers are becoming more focused 

on EDI in the context of social justice

as well as organisational performance

And they have to mean what they say – that includes our own business

EVPs are going to have to, 
by default, start expressing 

what their owners stand for in
wider society – and, more than 

that, start evidencing what 
they’re doing about it.







We’re no longer just talking about

the traditional protected characteristics

+

Neurodivers
ity

People from
lower socio-

economic 
backgrounds



How organisations are responding

Strategies, transparency, story-telling, ambition



What is damaging your candidate experience?

• Why don’t you currently have a diverse workforce?

• Is there an imbalance across all protected characteristics?

• Is the challenge universal across the whole organisation?

• Are you not attracting the right candidates?

• Is your organisation showcased at every step in the right way?

• Where is the candidate experience falling down?

• When did you last test your assessment for bias?

• Have you audited your current process?



Is Your Candidate Experience Accessible?



It’s not just about Advertising

Inclusive Creative

Comprehensive Channels

Careers Site Diligent Assessment Delivery

Accessible Application Process

Social Media

Engaging Pre-Application

Inclusive Assessment Design

Reassuring Onboarding

D & I Interventions

Insight Attraction Hiring



Interventions

• Surveys

• Market mapping

• Audits

• By gender, hobbies, 
religion, age

• Outdoor, radio

• Digital TV

• Review process

• Anonymised data

• Project RPO

• Reasonable adjustments

• Imagery

• Subtitles

• Imagery & copy 
review

• Accessibility  
testing

• Language review

• Keep warm

• Review induction

• Copy

• Imagery

• Subtitles

• Audit channels

• Content review

• Training

• Webinars

• Supporting 
applications

• Provision of diverse sifters

• Design of materials – neutral 
language, accessible

• Review role profiles

• SJTs

Inclusive Creative

Comprehensive Channels

Careers Site Diligent Assessment Delivery

Accessible Application Process

Social Media

Engaging Pre-Application

Inclusive Assessment Design

Reassuring Onboarding

D & I Interventions

Insight Attraction Hiring









Data Analysis – the practicalities

• Anonymised, GDPR compliant reporting

• Takes approximately one week to complete

• Able to link with your ATS or setup a download via Excel

• Cost £7,495



EDI Maturity Index for Comms Understanding

• Understanding the route to attracting more diverse candidates

• A tool to help organisations understand how appealing 
their attraction communications are, to a broad range 

of candidates from a broad range of backgrounds 

with a broad range of experiences



What is the EDI Maturity Index?

• Careers site

• Social media platforms

• Job descriptions

• Equivalent job adverts

• Selection of ‘in-journey’ 
comms

• Clients are allocated points 
for each criteria

• They have the opportunity 
to score bonus points
for commitment and 
consistency

• All points are then added 
together to provide an 
overall score

• The score is plotted on an 
index which shows how 
‘mature’ their comms are 
when it comes to D&I

• Messaging

• Imagery

• Story-telling

• Language

• Website Accessibility

Attraction comms audited 

in key channels…

…Then the outputs 

analysed
Against five criteria…



The stages of the index

Compliant

1-24%

Little to nothing in 

comms that might 

encourage a minority 

candidate to apply 

for a role and/

or remain on the 

candidate journey

Comms recognises 

that D&I is important 

and, as such, minority 

candidates shouldn’t 

be discouraged from 

applying for a role 

and/or remaining

on the candidate 

journey

Communications

demonstrates that

the organisation

is committed to 

achieving D&I and a 

minority candidate 

is likely to be

encouraged to apply

and/or remain in the

candidate journey

Communications

demonstrates that

the organisation

is committed to 

achieving D&I and 

is an employer a 

minority candidate  

would want to 

work for

25-49% 50-74% 75-100%

Evolving Integrated Leading

Least mature Most mature



The final report will include

1. Summary of key observations

2. Detailed findings per audit criteria, with examples

3. An overall score (expressed as a percentage of total 
points available across the audit) with the reasons why

4. Insight into how their score maps to the Maturity Index 
for Comms

5. A set of recommendations



Example of the key outputs

Key observations

Having audited a selection of your materials, these are our top-line findings





Summary

• Do you know exactly what the challenge is?

• Do you know why it’s happening?

• Are you confident that your candidate experience 

isn’t hindering you?


